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Seana’s View: Performing Nude

W
hile I was in the 
midst of rehears-
als for Doubt at 
Canstage, and was 

bonnetted, buttoned up and 
cloaked in black from head to 
toe in my role as a nun, I was 
intrigued by a question someone 
asked me: have you ever been 
nude on stage?

Twice, in fact. In two plays 
with many performances.

The first time was in Chicago 
in a production of Passion Play 
at the Goodman Theatre when I 
was 31. I was playing an urbane 
photographer who was having 
an affair with a married man, 
and many of the scenes were the 
man’s fantasies. At the end of the 
play, I was to drop a fur coat and 
reveal all.

The director, Frank Galati, 
handled the whole thing with the 
utmost sensitivity. I never was re-
quired to remove any clothing in 
rehearsal, and it was only when 
we had left the rehearsal hall and 
were doing the final dress rehears-
al in the theatre that he prepared 
me for the “coat drop.” It was to be 
full frontal. But just at the last mo-

ment, as I geared up for my expo-
sure, he changed the blocking and 
told me to turn, walk up the stairs 
and drop the coat as I moved, let-
ting it fall behind me. I must say 
I was relieved. It was a huge cast, 
and full of very young beautiful 
actors as well as seasoned pro-
fessionals. There was wonderful 
lighting and beautiful music as I 
ascended, and the dreamlike im-
age was to represent the constant 
yearning for the unattainable, the 
fantasy. The high heels helped.

After that first nude rehearsal, 
the cast were very supportive and 
respectful, assuaging my insecuri-
ties and nerves. 

Empowered by Nudity  
But the first audience was nerve-
wracking. The fact that they were 
strangers, who lived in a strange 
city in a foreign country helped. 
I would never have to greet them 
at the grocery store two months 
later. Gradually, after a few per-
formances, my self-consciousness 
about the flaws of my body gave 
way, and I began to feel empow-
ered by my nudity, if even for a 
moment at the end of the play. 
“This is what a 30-year-old body 
looks like. If you have a problem 
looking, don’t look.” 

The second time I dropped 
clothing was also at the very end 
of play, but was startlingly differ-
ent. I was now 41, and had recently 
had my son. I was not dropping a 
fur coat behind me, but a hospital 
gown. My head was hairless, my 
feet were bare. I was playing Viv-
ian Bearing in Margaret Edison’s 
Wit,  a woman who had just died 
of ovarian cancer. She leaves the 
bed as the doctors are noting the 
time of her death, and lets all the 
clothing, all the pain, all the heavy 
trappings of life slip off, and reach-
es toward a bright light. The lights 
dim as she moves towards it, na-
ked as the day she was born.

In both plays, the nakedness 
continues to tell the story visu-
ally in a way that words could not 
communicate. In the theatre, you 
are in the same room with that 
naked body onstage. The bodies 
are not airbrushed, and are often 
not Hollywood beautiful. That is 
the point. One is confronted with 
our common mortality, with the 
differences in our bodies, the 
process of aging, the glory of 
youth, the sheer fragility of our 
outer casings, our vulnerability. It 
can be uncomfortable to witness, 
but that may not be a bad thing 
if one asks why. There are warn-
ings about nudity onstage in the 
program or in the lobby for those 
who might be shocked or disap-
proving.

No Body Doubles
Of course, I have seen nudity on 
stage that I did not think helped 
the production, which would be 
my definition of “gratuitous.” It 
was merely distracting, or was 
“set-dressing’’ and perhaps ex-
ploitative of beautiful young 
actors. One rarely sees many 
naked elderly people on stage, 
and perhaps that is an ommision 
that should be addressed. “This is 
what a naked 80 year old looks 
like.” 

There are no body doubles in 
the theatre. You are looking at the 
actor’s body, but the actor is let-
ting his body serve the play and 
his character. If the actor is not 
comfortable being naked, the au-
dience will worry about the actor 
and be drawn out of the play. But 
try to imagine Hair without nudity. 
A body unclothed symbolizes all 
that the youth of the ‘60s were as-
piring to: freedom. 

As I button my collar, put on 
my cape and nun’s bonnet, it has 
been almost a decade since I last 
shed my clothes for my art. I don’t 
anticipate any future public dis-
robings, but if the play honestly  
requires it, and I am still around, I 
may be that nude 80 year old you 
were warned about. 

A View of the Bay: Collingwood and Beyond
By John de Visser & Judy Ross
The team of John de Visser and Judy Ross, which has brought us several picture books about Muskoka, now presents 
the Collingwood area. De Visser’s wonderful eye has again captured lovely, informative photographs, this time of 
Niagara Escarpment properties, community events, beautiful old houses and fascinating interiors. Ross’s chapters 
enrich the photos with charming detail about the region’s history and present.

Attention is focused on the ship building heritage, Currie’s Market, Creemore Brewery, Thornbury, Blue Moun-
tain and more. After this, every community along the Escarpment is sure to want its own coffee table book.
The Boston Mills Press, 2008, hardcover, $39.95.

Vegetables, Herbs & Fruit: An Illustrated Encyclopedia
By Matthew Biggs, Jekka McVicar, Bob Flowerdew
Describing itself as “the definitive sourcebook to growing, harvesting, preserving and cooking,” this book has the 
appearance and organization of well-known herb expert Jekka McVicar’s earlier The Complete Book of Herbs. Each 
plant is described and shown in a full-colour photograph, with instructions on growing and suggestions on using as 
food. The book is divided into sections on vegetables, herbs, various categories of fruits, and nuts, with a final section 
on gardening techniques.

All three authors are English, so everything included here might not be applicable to gardens in southern On-
tario, but this is a good, comprehensive and interesting resource.
Firefly Books Ltd., 2008, hardcover, $29.95.

Hamilton: The City of Waterfalls
By Chris Ecklund, Joseph Hollick and Rose Keefe
A movement has begun in the City of Hamilton to change its identity from steel town to the city of waterfalls. Com-
munity members like Chris Ecklund want to celebrate and promote the fact that Hamilton has more than 100 of them.

This self-published book contains photos of 116 known waterfalls in alphabetical order, most taken by Joseph 
Hollick, starting with Albion Falls and ending with Westcliffe Falls. Each waterfall is described by height, width and 
type. Some have their history provided. Directions on how to get to each falls is given. More waterfalls continue to 
be discovered, leading to the claim that Hamilton is the waterfall capital of the world.
www.cityofwaterfalls.ca, hardcover, $35.

A Passion for Nature: The Life of John Muir
By Donald Worster
John Muir, born in Scotland in 1838, was one of 300,000 emigrant Scots who fled poverty and other difficulties in 
1848, for North America. Always a lover of natural, open spaces, Muir was fond of wandering and collecting plants. 
During the Civil War he avoided hostilities by moving from the U.S. to Canada. He explored what was then Canada 
West, “a ruggedly beautiful landscape of dense forests, lofty limestone ridges, tumbling rapids, and dark, mysterious 
wetlands…This colony sprawled from Lake Ontario to the Ottawa River – some of it flat and fertile, but much of it 
bisected by a rocky escarpment that ran northwestward from Niagara Falls to the Bruce Peninsula.”

Yet it was the mountains of Yosemite Valley in California that inspired him the most. Muir is credited with help-
ing to create the United States’ national parks and wilderness areas, and for founding the Sierra Club, intended to 
defend conservation achievements in the Sierra Nevada Mountains.

Muir was ahead of his time in his awareness of the need to protect wild spaces.
Oxford University Press, 2008, hardcover, $37.95

Book Views: From Collingwood to Hamilton  By Gloria Hildebrandt


